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Narendra  Subramanian  provides  a  detailed
historical account of the development of personal
laws in postcolonial India. He analyzes this devel‐
opment  through  the  ideas  of  cultural  pluralism
and gender equality. India is a multicultural, mul‐
tireligious, and multilingual society with diverse
castes  and communities.  In  postindependent  In‐
dia, legislature has given due significance to the
value of “equality before law” while passing per‐
sonal  laws  concerning  marriage,  inheritance  of
ancestral  property,  and  women’s  rights  in  their
spouse’s  families.  However,  both  the  legislature
and judiciary have been sensitive toward the con‐
cerns  of  different  religious,  ethnic,  and  caste
groups.  They  have  made  conscious  efforts  to
maintain balance between the value of “equality
before law” and demand for “legal pluralism.” 

Nation  and  Family  raises  similar  concerns
with detailed discussions and debates surround‐
ing particular personal laws and legal cases. The
book  is  thematically  divided  into  six  chapters
which examine nationalism, minority accommo‐
dation, cultural mobilization, legal pluralism, sec‐

ularism, and multiculturalism in India respective‐
ly. Subramanian successfully chronicles, analyzes,
and  charts  the  development  of  personal  law in
postcolonial India. He has extensively studied the
exercise  of  law  making,  judicial  recommenda‐
tions, and court judgments for all major religious
communities in India,  namely,  Hindus,  Muslims,
and Christians. Each chapter deals with separate
stages  of  debates,  discussions,  and  complexities
involved  in  the  formation  and  development  of
personal law in a multicultural and multireligious
Indian society. Past heritage of colonial personal
law and experiences of legal structures in other
developing  countries—such  as  Syria,  Lebanon,
Turkey, Iraq, and Iran—set the stage for further
understanding and conceptualization of the study.

The conceptual blueprint of this book is the
author’s  proposition  of  “interaction  between
state-society relations and discourses of commu‐
nity”  that  in  turn  shape  nation  formation  and
recognition  of  family  law.  He  argues:  “The  two
crucial  explanatory  variables,  state-society  rela‐
tions  and  discourses  of  community,  develop



through such interactions with one another, and
their interactions shape various policies, particu‐
larly  those  pertaining  to  the  recognition,  trans‐
mission, and transformation of cultures” (p.  46).
This perspective is a new addition in the already
existing frameworks of “nation-state versus com‐
munity” and “majority versus minority national‐
ism,” adopted by other authors in their studies of
personal law in India. 

The author not only describes the colonial set‐
ting but also successfully brings out the interac‐
tion,  communication,  and  conflict  between law-
making bodies, religious pressure groups, and the
judiciary in India. The analysis shows how pres‐
sure  groups  of  different  religious  communities
have influenced and sometimes pressured policy‐
makers to maintain certain cultural practices and
norms of their respective communities. However,
Indian courts have always respected and accom‐
modated a  progressive  and gender-sensitive  ap‐
proach in their recommendations and guidelines
concerning formation of personal laws. But there
are instances when a progressive change in per‐
sonal  law  that  values  individual  and  women’s
rights has to be compromised over cultural and
religious  rights  of  particular  communities.  The
Shah bano case (1985) is one of the most cited ex‐
amples that reflects tension between the legisla‐
ture  and  judiciary  as  well  as  conflict  between
women’s rights and legal pluralism. 

Nation and Family’s beauty lies in its coher‐
ence and logical arrangement of events and court
judgments. Here, the normally appearing dry sub‐
jects,  such as reports of  law commissions,  court
judgments,  and recommendations,  are  arranged
and analyzed in a rational and engaging manner.
However, in a few instances in chapters dealing
with personal laws concerning the three major re‐
ligions in India (chapter 3, 4, and 5), where one
would expect an intense interaction between the
proposed variables of “state-society relations and
discourses of community” coming out through the

analysis,  there  are  glimpses  of  descriptive  style
and lack of in-depth analysis. 

Further,  there  is  a  gap  in  Subramanian’s
study regarding the much-needed understanding
and analysis of demands and debates concerning
religious minorities—the Sikhs, the Buddhists, the
Jains, and tribal communities. Scholars have un‐
derlined  significant  moves  of  resistance  against
the absence of community-specific personal laws
for such religious minorities as the Sikhs and Bud‐
dhists. Their cases fall under the Hindu Personal
Law.[1] Scholars have also documented how there
is a demand for making more gender neutral laws
for religious minorities other than Muslims and
Christians. For example, Rohit De has shown that
tribal women in Himnachal Pradesh state secure
property rights in their ancestral property.[2] Sim‐
ilarly, Natasha Behl highlights the inefficiency of
legal and legislative approaches to achieve gender
equality in her account of Sikh women’s citizen‐
ship.[3] Inclusion of such concerns of other reli‐
gious minorities and marginalized ethnic groups
in  the  overall  analysis  could  have  encapsulated
other complexities of the personal law regime in
India. 

The publication of this book could not have
been better timed than now given that the right-
wing Bharatiya Janta Party (BJP) government is in
power in India. BJP is well known for its support
of a “Uniform Civil Code” in India and believes in
having  uniform civil  law for  all  Indian  citizens
across  religious,  sectarian,  and  community
boundaries. How far the party could go and suc‐
ceed in bringing all the religions and communities
together and win their support for the proposed
civil code is yet to be seen. Nonetheless, the book
gives a relevant, comparative analysis of complex‐
ities involved in introducing change in any realm
of personal law that concerns religious and com‐
munitarian sensibilities  of  different  groups in  a
multicultural society. Nation and Family is benefi‐
cial  for  academics,  researchers,  and students  of
law in general and sociology of law, legal history,
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citizenship, and nation-states in particular. More‐
over,  the  book’s  lucid  and  jargon-free  language
and effortless free approach toward law and plu‐
rality also make it approachable and valuable for
nonexperts. 
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